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INTRODUCTION
Due to developments such as extended life expectancy and 

increase in screening, annual incidences of abdominal aortic 
aneurysm (AAA) have been on the rise [1], and an annual 
mortality of over 10,000 deaths due to AAA has been reported 
from 2010 in the United States [2]. For these reasons, screening 
and early intervention are crucial to tackling AAA. After the 
first open surgical repair for AAA by Freeman and Leeds 
was successfully done in 1951, surgery has become a popular 

treatment for AAA [3]. In 1991, Parodi et al. [4] first introduced 
the endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR) method. Since then, 
EVAR has undergone rapid technical, as well as quantitative, 
developments. Despite the extensive use of the AAA repair 
method, patients prefer EVAR, which is less invasive, and as a 
result, most cases of elective repairs now involve using EVAR [5]. 

Recently, numerous bibliometric analyses on various topics 
have been announced. Bibliometric analysis involves analyzing 
the research performance of authors, countries, journals, 
institutions, and trends of publications with similar topics 
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Purpose: Since endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR) was first introduced in 1991, it has undergone rapid technical and 
quantitative developments. We analyzed the characteristics and trends of EVAR research through bibliometric analysis.
Methods: Comprehensive online searches focused on EVAR were performed from January 1994 to August 2017. The 
following information was collected: title, year of publication, countries’ contribution, authorship, subspecialty, institution, 
subject category, and top 10 cited articles.
Results: A significant increase was demonstrated globally in the number of annual publications on EVAR. The highest 
number of publications was from the United States (n = 849, 35.08%), followed by England (n = 343, 14.17%), and the 
institutions with highest number of publications were Stanford University (n = 61, 2.52%) and Skane University Hospital 
Malmo (n = 45, 1.86%). The Journal of Vascular Surgery published approximately one quarter of the total publications. 
Vascular surgeons produced the most publications (n = 1871, 78.14%), followed by radiologists (n = 377, 15.58%) and 
cardiologists (n = 73, 3.02%). The most studied topics on EVAR were complications and procedures. The number of 
publications on complex EVAR and EVAR in juxtarenal aneurysm has increased more from 2013 to 2017 (5.1%, 9.5%) 
compared with from 1998 to 2002 (2.1%, 1.8%).
Conclusion: Our bibliometric analysis showed the characteristics and trends of publications on EVAR over a period of 25 
years. The results of the bibliometric analysis revealed the quantitative improvements of publications and the qualitative 
improvements in challenging EVAR.
[Ann Surg Treat Res 2019;96(2):47-52]
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[6]. It facilitates understanding of characteristics and trends 
of a specific focus area. In the United Kingdom, after the first 
multicenter randomized controlled trial comparing EVAR and 
open repair began in 1999, a lot of research on EVAR has been 
conducted [7]. The current study research aims to analyze the 
characteristics and trends of EVAR research, which has made 
many technical advancements over the last 20 years, through 
bibliometric analysis.

METHODS
The Institutional Review Board approved the review of 

medical research using publicly available databases (approval 
number: 2018-07-021). To identify articles on EVAR, a 
comprehensive online search was performed using the database 
of the Web of Science Core Collection of Thomson Reuters on 
September 1, 2017. The following terms were used to retrieve 
related publications from January 1994 to August 2017: (“EVAR”) 
OR (“endovascular aneurysm repair”) OR (“endovascular aortic 
aneurysm repair”). Only EVAR for AAA was included, regardless 
of iliac artery aneurysm involvement. Aortic aneurysm 
involving thoracic aortic aneurysm and aortic pathologies 
including periaortic inflammation, traumatic aortic injury, and 
aortic dissection were excluded. EVAR in isolated iliac artery 
aneurysm was excluded. With regard to publication type, only 
articles and reviews were included, while letters, notes, and 
editorials were excluded.

All data were independently collected by two reviewers 
(JWH and HJ) and journal selection, article identification, and 
analyses were performed, with disagreements resolved by 
consensus. The data were imported to Microsoft Excel 2016 for 
analysis.

The following information was collected and analyzed: total 
number of publications and trends of global contributions 
to EVAR, title, year of publication, countries’ contribution, 
authorship, subspecialty, institution, subject category, impact 
factor, and the 10 most-cited articles. In the case of more than 
one category in an institution, country, and subspecialty, the 
category of the corresponding author was adopted. Among 
these factors, subspecialties were classified as vascular surgery, 
radiology, cardiology, basic research, etc. Only the top 10 ranked 
publications were considered. If 2 or more measurements had 
the same ranking, those with more citations were given priority. 
The articles were ultimately divided into 8 topic-based groups 
after the 2 reviewers classified 2,420 articles by manually 
reviewing the abstracts. The topics were classified as follows: 
(1) comparisons between EVAR and open repair, (2) EVAR in 
ruptured aneurysm, (3) complex EVAR including hostile neck, 
(4) surveillance after EVAR, (5) EVAR in juxtarenal aneurysm, 
(6) outcomes of EVAR, (7) procedures of EVAR including stent 
graft products and technique, and (8) complications of EVAR 

including endoleak. In case of overlapping topics, the reviewers 
selected the proper topic after discussion.

RESULTS
A total number of 4,710 publications on EVAR from January 

1994 to August 2017 were indexed in the Web of Science Core 
Collection of Thomson. Among these, articles that were not 
written in English (n = 49) were excluded. Publications other 
than original articles and reviews (n = 1,676) were excluded. 
The articles that not on the subject of this study (n = 565) were 
also excluded. In the end, a total of 2,420 articles were included 
in the current study.

Since the first publication was introduced in 1994 under 
the name of EVAR, a significant increase in the number of 
annual publications was observed globally (Fig. 1). A total of 
39 countries contributed to the 2,420 publications included in 
this study. The largest number of publications in the field of 
EVAR was from the United States (n = 849, 35.08%), followed by 
England (n = 343, 14.17%), and the Netherlands (n = 197, 8.14%) 
(Fig. 2). Among them, 49 institutions produced more than 10 
publications of EVAR, led by Stanford University (n = 61, 
2.52%), followed by Skane University Hospital Malmo (n = 
45, 1.86%), and Catharina Hospital (n = 42, 1.74%) (Table 1). 
Approximately 1,300 authors contributed to the total number of 
publications. Analysis of the 10 most productive corresponding 
authors revealed that 4 authors were from the United States, 3 
from the Netherlands, 2 from England, and 1 from France, and 
all of them were vascular surgeons. Among them, 20 authors 
published 10 or more articles, led by Zarins CK (n = 24), 
followed by Schermerhorn ML (n = 18), and Mehta M (n = 17) 
(Table 2). 

The studies on EVAR for AAA were published in 232 
different journals. The Journal of Vascular Surgery published 
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Fig. 1. The number of annual publications on endovascular 
aneurysm repair from 1994 to 2017.
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approximately one quarter of the total papers and generated 
the largest number of citations, with 608 papers and a total of 
22,464 citations, whereas, the British Journal of Surgery had the 
highest average number of citations per article (Table 3). With 
regard to specialty contribution, vascular surgeons produced the 
highest number of publications (n = 1,871, 78.14%), followed 
by radiologists (n = 377, 15.58%), and cardiologists (n = 73, 
3.02%) (Fig. 3). Of note, the authors of the basic research field 
also produced 30 publications focusing on new techniques 
and materials for stent graft. The remaining authors of other 
clinical fields including anesthesiology, nephrology, neurology, 
and neurosurgery published 50 articles. Of the top 10 most 
cited publications, seven featured the comparison of open 
and endovascular repair of AAA s. Two publications focused 
on the procedure for EVAR, and 1 publication focused on the 
complications of EVAR (Table 4).

The most studied trends in publications for EVAR from 
1994 to 2017 were complications and procedures. The topics 
on complex EVAR and EVAR in juxtarenal aneurysm have 
increased further from 2013 (5.1%) to 2017 (9.5%) compared to 
the increase from 1998 (2.1%) to 2002 (1.8%). On the other hand, 
the topic of outcomes of EVAR from 2013 to 2017 (13.4%) has 
decreased, compared to 15 years ago (20.8%) (Fig. 4).

DISCUSSION
After Parodi first introduced EVAR in 1991 [4], this method 

has continued its rapid development. In the beginning, 
aortouniiliac tube stent grafts with femorofemoral bypass were 
used. Later, bifurcated grafts were introduced, which continue 
to be widely used today [8]. Recent EVAR shows characteristics 
such as flexibility of the stent grafts, advanced fixation 
system, low-profile delivery, and new technologies, including 
fenestrated and branched grafts, and has expanded indications 
of EVAR and made great advancements [9]. The purpose of 
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Fig. 2. Country contribution of publications on endovascular 
aneurysm repair from 1994 to 2017.

Table 1. Top 10 productive institutions with the highest number of publications on endovascular aneurysm repair from 1994 
to 2017

Rank Institution No. (%) Country TC

1 Stanford University 61 (2.52) USA 1,940
2 Skane University Hospital Malmo 45 (1.86) Sweden 1,290
3 Catharina Hospital 42 (1.74) Netherlands 2,424
4 St George's University Hospital 41 (1.69) England 1,007
5 Royal Liverpool University Hospital 40 (1.65) England 1,692
6 University Medical Center Utrecht 39 (1.61) Netherlands 1,870
7 Mayo Clinic 35 (1.45) USA 584
7 Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine, University of London 35 (1.45) England 3,755
7 Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai 35 (1.45) USA 943

10 University of Pennsylvania 34 (1.40) USA 1,576

TC, total citations.

Table 2. Top 10 corresponding authors with the highest 
number of publications on endovascular aneurysm repair 
from 1994 to 2017

Rank Author Number TC Country

1 Zarins, CK 24 1,382 USA
2 Schermerhorn, ML 18 887 USA
3 Mehta, M 17 570 USA
4 Greenhalgh, RM 16 3,292 England
5 Blankensteijn, JD 15 2,457 Netherlands
6 Verhoeven, ELG 15 424 Netherlands
7 Haulon, S 15 184 France
8 Saratzis, A 15 167 England
9 Buth, J 14 1,457 Netherlands

10 Chuter, TAM 14 643 USA

TC, total citation.
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EVAR is the exclusion of the aneurysmal sac from the aortic 
circulation. When perigraft flow is present, it is called an 
endoleak. In this circumstance, it may result in sac expansion 
and delayed rupture [10]. With the recent increase in difficult 
EVARs, including juxtarenal aneurysm and hostile neck, 
interest in complications, including endoleak, has increased as 
well. Similarly, in this study, research on the outcomes of EVAR 
has decreased over time, but study of complex EVAR and EVAR 
in juxtarenal aneurysm has increased.

Bibliometric analysis has been used to assess the scientific 
productivity in medical fields and the quality of academic 
publications [11]. The citation of articles is an effective method 
of advancing and sharing scientific knowledge, and the number 
of citations is a reliable indicator of the quality and impact of 
articles [12]. 

Like EVAR use in the treatment of AAA, the number of 

annual publications on EVAR has rapidly increased over the past 
20 years. The United States produced 35% of the publications 
on EVAR and 25% of them have been published in the Journal 
of Vascular Surgery. Various departments, including vascular 
surgery, cardiology, and radiology (78%, 15%, 3%) published 
articles on EVAR. Recently, EVAR has become the standard 
treatment for AAA with collaborations and competitions of 
various departments. The USA and Europe have produced 
80% of the world’s publications on EVAR, which shows a lack 
of regional and institutional balance. The most cited study 
on EVAR is a randomized trial conducted by Prinssen et al. 
[13] comparing conventional and endovascular repair of AAA, 
published in the New England Journal of Medicine in 2004. 
In the analyses according to institutions, Stanford University 
had the most publications on EVAR; however, the Imperial 
College of Medicine had the highest total number of citations. 
The common topics of publications on EVAR are complications, 
procedures, and outcomes.

Our research had several limitations. First, as all the 
publications on EVAR from 1994 to 2017 were collected and 
analyzed, we were unable to categorize the citations. Thus, 
numeric analysis on each parameter was possible, but it was 
difficult to reflect the quality and impact of publications 
according to the citations. Second, as the title of the first 
publication about EVAR is “Intraluminal graft implantation for 
abdominal aortic aneurysm” [4], this article was not identified 
or selected as about EVAR. Additionally, stent grafts that were 
not marked as for EVAR were not selected. Third, affiliations 
or topics were sometimes unclear, and in such cases, two 
reviewers discussed the issue to arrive a decision. Another 
limitation was that only corresponding authors were considered 
in the analysis; thus the roles of all other authors were not fully 
reflected.

In conclusion, our bibliometric analysis showed the 
characteristics and trends of publications on EVAR over a period 

Table 3. Top 10 journals with the highest number of publications on endovascular aneurysm repair from 1994 to 2017

Rank Journal No. (%) TC C/Aa) IFb)

1 Journal of Vascular Surgery 608 (25.12) 22,464 36.95 3.536
2 European Journal of Vascular and Endovascular Surgery 234 (9.67) 6,034 25.79 4.061
3 Journal of Endovascular Therapy 219 (9.05) 3,940 17.99 2.838
4 Annals of Vascular Surgery 212 (8.76) 1,987 9.37 1.145
5 Journal of Cardiovascular Surgery 86 (3.55) 755 8.78 2.179
6 Journal of Vascular and Interventional Radiology 72 (2.98) 1,674 23.25 2.780
7 Cardiovascular and Interventional Radiology 67 (2.77) 816 12.18 2.191
8 Vascular and Endovascular Surgery 66 (2.73) 235 3.56 1.094
9 Vascular 65 (2.69) 295 4.45 0.733

10 British Journal of Surgery 43 (1.78) 1,712 39.81 5.899

TC, total citation; C/A, average numbers of citations; IF, impact factor.
a)Average number of citations per article calculated by dividing the total citation by number of articles for each journal. b)Calculated 
using Journal Citation Reports for the year 2016.
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Fig. 3. Specialty contribution of publications on endovascular 
aneurysm repair from 1994 to 2017.
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of 25 years. The results of the bibliometric analysis revealed the 
quantitative improvements of publications and the qualitative 
improvements in technically advanced EVARs.
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